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How to Train Your Vicuna?

Finetuning, Evaluating, and Serving 
LLMs in the Wild

-- Joint work with UCSD, UC Berkeley, CMU, and MBZUAI



Background: Vicuna

• Open-Source Chatbot: code, weights and demo are available.
• Based on LLaMA: Trained by fine-tuning LLaMA
• Data Collection: Sourced from user-shared conversations

(ShareGPT)
• Strong Performance: Achieves more than 90% quality of

ChatGPT and Bard and outperforms LLaMA and Alpaca in more
than 90% of test cases.
• Cost-Effective: 13B model training costs about $300.



Overview

Data Training

Serving

EvaluationUser-shared
conversations
(e.g, ShareGPT)

Supervised instruction 
fine-tuning on LLaMA

Distributed serving 
with FastChat

Assess the outputs 
with GPT-4



Secret Sauce on Data: ShareGPT.com

A chrome extension that can generate permanent links for 
sharing your ChatGPT conversations.

Vicuna v1.0
- Collected 70K conversations

Vicuna v1.5
- Collected 125K conversations 



Training

Instruction fine-tuning:
Regular language model fine-tuning but only calculates the loss 
on the assistant’s outputs.

system: A chat between a curious user and a helpful assistant.
user: Hello!
assistant: Hello! What can I do for you? </s>
user: Tell me a joke.
assistant: Sure, here's a joke for you: Why don't scientists trust atoms? Because they 
make up everything. </s> 



Evaluation

How to evaluate chatbot? Traditional NLP benchmarks are 
insufficient to evaluate conversation ability. 

Core 
Capability

Human 
Preference

✅ ❓



Our Evaluation

Q: How to evaluate human preference?

Gold Standards: Human to rate chatbots.



Evaluation: Chatbot Arena

Contribute your vote at: https://chat.lmsys.org/?arena

1. Users ask question
2. System randomly selects two models
3. Generate the responses
4. User gives the feedback
5. Ranking by Elo rating

The Elo rating system is a method for calculating the relative skill levels of players in zero-sum games such as chess. 

https://chat.lmsys.org/?arena


Results of Chatbot Arena: Elo-based Leaderboard

Leaderboard till July
Leaderboard till Now



Chatbot Arena Better Captures Human Preferences



Deployment
• Served 20+ models at https://chat.lmsys.org

Model list:

https://chat.lmsys.org/


In Reality: Our Setup
Cluster setup: University-sponsored 20x A100, each with 40GB memory
Models: 
- First week: Vicuna-13B 
- After week 2: gradually increasing to 20+ open source chatbots

Traffic: 40K/day in average



Jais: Building the World’s Best Open Arabic-
Centric Instruction-Tuned Generative LLM

-- Joint work with Inception, Cerebras, and MBZUAI



Arabic-Centric LLM: Why?

• Lots of LLMs, but mostly are English-focused (Llama, Falcon, PaLM)

• Arabic is one of the world's biggest languages (400M+)

• Challenging: getting Arabic data is hard

• only 1% of Arabic content is online 

• expensive to get from offline sources

• In other LLMs, Arabic is still weak



Model Architecture
• GPT-3 decoder only 
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Model Architecture
• GPT-3 decoder only 

• Jais Tokenizer

• We trained our own subword tokenizer on a combined corpus of English and 
Arabic languages using byte-pair encoding (BPE). 

• To alleviate bias, the training corpus (10B words) containing equal proportions of 
English and Arabic text.

• ALiBi Positional Encodings: 
• Learnable positional encodings do not perform well when applied to longer 

contexts. 
• We use Attention with Linear Biases (ALiBi) positional encodings

• Designed for efficient handling of long contexts
• Rather than modifying the input embeddings, ALiBi penalizes the attention scores by a linearly

decreasing amount, proportional to the distance between the relevant key and the query.



Model Architecture (Cont)
• SwiGLU Activation Function

• SwiGLU combines the advantages of Swish and GLU activations (improve both).
• Because of SwiGLU’s extra computational overhead, adjustments were made in 

the hidden dimensionality of the feed forward network to compensate.



Model Architecture (Cont)
• SwiGLU Activation Function

• SwiGLU combines the advantages of Swish and GLU activations (improve both).
• Because of SwiGLU’s extra computational overhead, adjustments were made in 

the hidden dimensionality of the feed forward network to compensate.

• Maximal Update Parametrization
• Hyperparameter search in LLMs is expensive.
• Not feasible to do an extensive hyperparameter search on the final model. 
• We tuned the optimal values for batch size and learning rate on a 40M-

parameter model and transferred the best values to 13B model. 
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Pretraining Data: Arabic
• Abu El-Khair: a collection of more than five million news articles, collected from ten 

major news sources of Arabic countries over a period of fourteen years
• Aranews: Arabic news corpus from multiple sources ranging from year 2005-2022
• ArabicText 2022: an open-source Arabic collection prepared by the Beijing Academy 

of Artificial Intelligence (BAAI), that includes Arabic text corpora such as ArabicWeb22-
A, ArabicWeb16, OSCAR, ArabicWeb22-B, CC100-AR, and Arabic Tweets.

• Arabic subset of C4: a cleaned version of the Common Crawl. We use the Arabic 
subset of this corpus.

• Arabic Wikipedia: Wikipedia written in Arabic
• ArabicNews 2020: an in-house news crawl at Inception of various Arabic news 

channels.
• Maktabah: a corpus of approximately 6,500 Arabic books.
• UN Meeting transcripts: the United Nations Parallel Corpus, v1.0 which is available in 

the six official languages of the United Nations, of which we use the Arabic documents. 
• Other Sources: a combined dataset of multiple smaller corpora including poetry, news, 

entertainment, sports, and management documents.



Pretraining Data: English + Code
• Pile-CC: A subset of The Pile dataset, derived from the Common Crawl, a 

collection of website crawls from 2008 onwards. The dataset includes 
raw web pages, metadata, and text extractions from diverse domains. 

• Books3: It is a mix of fiction and non-fiction books.
• ArXiv: A subset of the ArXiv preprint repository for research papers, 

which has been in operation since 1991.
• PubMed Central: A subset of the PubMed online repository for 

biomedical articles, managed by the United States’ National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI).

• OpenWebText2: A web scrape dataset produced by EleutherAI, inspired 
by WebText and OpenWebTextCorpus.

• Wikipedia (en): The dataset, sourced from the TensorFlow Datasets, 
includes articles from the English Wikipedia as a standard source of 
high-quality text for language modeling.



Pretraining Data: English + Code
• FreeLaw: This dataset is derived from the CourtListener platform, part 

of the Free Law Project, which provides access to legal opinions from 
federal and state courts in the United States. 

• PubMed Abstracts: This dataset includes abstracts from 30 million 
publications in PubMed, managed by the National Library of Medicine.

• DeepMind Mathematics: A collection of mathematical problems from 
various topics formatted as natural language prompts.

• BookCorpus2: An expanded version of the original BookCorpus, 
comprising books by unpublished authors, minimizing overlap with 
Project Gutenberg and Books3, which include published books. 

• EuroParl: The version used in this work consists of the proceedings of 
the European Parliament in 21 European languages from 1996 until 2012.

• PhilPapers: A collection of open-access philosophy publications from 
the Center for Digital Philosophy, University of Western Ontario.



Pretraining Data: English + Code
• Project Gutenberg (PG-19): This dataset consists of classic Western literature 

from Project Gutenberg, specifically books published before 1919 
• YouTube Subtitles: This dataset consists of text from human-generated 

closed captions on YouTube. It provides not only multilingual data, but also a 
variety of content including educational material, popular culture, and natural 
dialogue.

• NIH Grant Abstracts: This dataset includes abstracts of awarded applications 
from the EXPORTER service, covering fiscal years 1985-present.

• Enron Emails: This dataset is widely used for analyzing email usage patterns. 
It was included to aid in understanding the modality of email communications, 
which is typically not found in other datasets.

• GitHub: This dataset consists of a large collection of open-source code 
repositories. It was included to improve the model’s downstream performance 
on code-related tasks, given GPT-3’s ability to generate plausible code 
completions without any explicitly gathered code datasets.



Data Preprocessing



Parameters

Cross-entropy loss on different model sizes with different configurations.

Arabic data and English data ratio:
1:0
1:1
1:2



Instruction-Tuning – English



Instruction-Tuning – English (1)
• Super-NaturalInstruction: 1,616 diverse NLP tasks
• P3: 2,000 prompt types from 270 different public datasets
• xP3 (Code & English): 9M examples in 46 languages, incl. programming languages
• Natural Questions: extracted from Google Search
• Baize-Chatbot: multi-turn dialogue-style
• HH-RLHF: helpful and harmless assistance through preference modelling
• + 19 in-house questions called Persona, we also use Basic-conv data for the same.
• Alpaca-CoT: fusion of nine Chain-of-Thought (CoT) datasets by FLAN
• Self-instruct: prompting an LLM to generate new instructions
• Alpaca-Cleaned27, Instruct-Wild, Unnatural Instruction and GPTeacher: same, but using 

ChatGPT



Instruction-Tuning – English (2)
• Open Instruction Generalist (OIG), GPT4ALL-J, and Dolly-15k: constructed 

train assistant-style LLMs in a semi-automatic way
• GSM-General-QA, Math-Instruction and GradeSchool-Math: instruction-

tuning datasets for mathematical problems
• HC3: manually curated dataset for comparing the response of humans and 

ChatGPT
• InstructionPoems and Essays-with-Instructions: poem and essay writing
• Stack-Exchange-Instruction36 and Python-QA: programming code tasks
• NativeQA: question–answer pairs about UAE and the region
• SafetyQA: teach the model safety
• DoNotAnswer and OLID: to avoid discussions on self-harm, sexual violence, 

identity attacks, etc.



Instruction-Tuning – Arabic



Instruction-Tuning – Arabic
• Arabic datasets:
• xP3: we include the Arabic examples from xP3
• NER-Ar: AraNER formatted to instruction–response format
• OLID-Ar: Arabic part of OLID
• NativeQA-Ar: in-house dataset about UAE
• SafetyQA-Ar: in-house safety dataset

• Translated from English to Arabic:
• Supernatural Instruction, Unnatural, NaturalQuestions, Alpaca, 

HC3, HC3, Dolly-15k, Baize, Basic-Conv, and Bactrian
• DoNotAnswer – for safety



Downstream Evaluation – Datasets



Downstream Evaluation – Arabic



Downstream Evaluation – Arabic (Detailed)



Downstream Evaluation – English



Downstream Evaluation – English (Detailed)



Generation Evaluation: Prompt



Generation Evaluation: Results

The minimum and the maximum possible scores are 0 and 4,000



Safety
• Inside the model

• instruction-tuning
• Do-Not-Answer: A Dataset for Evaluating Safeguards in LLMs.

• Yuxia Wang, Haonan Li, Xudong Han, Preslav Nakov, Timothy Baldwin
• https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.13387
• Conversations that refuse to answer harmful questions

https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.13387
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Safety
• Inside the model

• instruction-tuning
• Do-Not-Answer: A Dataset for Evaluating Safeguards in LLMs.

• Yuxia Wang, Haonan Li, Xudong Han, Preslav Nakov, Timothy Baldwin
• https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.13387
• Conversations that refuse to answer harmful questions

• In the calls to the model
• prompt engineering

• In the deployed model
• train classifiers to detect offensive and hate speech (OSACT4)
• keywords filters from the “List of Dirty, Naughty, Obscene, and Otherwise Bad 

Words”

https://arxiv.org/abs/2308.13387


Safety: Before & After



Thanks


